New addition open -

Pioneering in "D"
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Pictured on the left is the new
wing of Women's Residence,
finally open, operable, and filled
with girls. This doesn't mean
that more girls are likely to
move into residence. The older
wings have been crammed with
extra girls since the beginning
of the semester, and some of
these will be moving into D-wing
in the next few days. This
means more confusion. There
are a few minor inconveniences
(cement-block walls in the bedrooms, no bed-heads, few curtains, bare lounges, no telephones, no intercoms,
paint
smells, sawdust, etc.) but the
general opmwn of the girls
themselves is that this new hostel is generally better than the

•

w1ng

old facilities. After all, the new
wing has many improvements
to offer: uncrowded rooms, nice
closet doors, locks, plugs in the
sinks, etc. The list is endless ..••
almost.
In spite of the prison decor,
one girl described the plush luxury as "mot~l-like". We won't
reveal her name. To those stout.
hearted pioneers of D-wing we
can only offer our congratulations; they're no longer looking
for a home.
Floors two and three were invaded a week ago last Tuesday.
Nobody seems to know for sure
when the first floor i~ due to
open. It might even be a Christmas present.
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Fisher warns graduates

Democracy demands responsi:.ility
sense of responsibility and a
chance to exercise it.
"This is an idea which few
people will argue with but as
a working objective we are
letting it go by default. We
have compulsory savings for
old age, legal limits to bank
interest rates, to say nothing
of protective attit~~des in business, in trade unions, perhaps
even At. ~versities."
'Mr. Fisber said people to-

A leading Canadian business
executive and long-term volunteer worker in the field of
warned last
social welfare
week that Canadians are being weaned away from independence and self-reliance.
Philip S. Fisher of Montreal, chairman of the board
of Southam Press, Ltd., told
graduates attending the tall
convoca.tio,J,l of. WLU that deJB·
•.. A~.,.~Qio.._ey needs people witft a

Telegram to

day are being conditioned to
expect to be looked after.
When something goes wrong,
they say "It wasn't my fault"
instead of, "What a fool I've
been."
"A sense of
doesn't blossom
in a
must
want

ae

P.M.

Liberals act on grant dilemma
The WLU Liberal Club sent a
telegram to the Prime Minister
Thursday night voicing its strong
opposition to the new Federal
formula for university grants,
which could cost WLU $1,000,·
000. Mr. Pearson had said in
parliament that he did "not feel
we have a responsibility except
to indicate to the provinces that
funds should be provided for
church - affiliated colleges and
universities." Premier Robarts
has indicated that the grants
will not be continued by his government.
The Ontario University Liberals backed the stand that the
P.M. should be more than merely "aware of the problem" at
' their annual meeting on the
weekend. This was in supporting
unanimously a motion made by
John Varley Secretary-Treasurer
of the WLU Liberals that "the
Federation strongly petition the
:Federal government and thereby attempt to ensure continuing
direct federal financial support
for the church-affiliated colleges
and universities who are members of and approved by the
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada or its successors".
Delegates from Victoria College (U. of T.) and St. Patricks

College (U. of Ottawa) joined
with the delegate from WLU in
pushing the resolution through.
Ron Veale of Vic. had said "if
an A.V.C. member college or
1
university is church-affiliated, it
(Continued on Page 2)

Student killed
in auto upset
A f1irst yealf student of WLU
was killed · in an automobile
aooident on Sund,ay night.
Stanley Skurlm was returnirug to campus along with four
other students, when the car
lin which he was a rear seat passenger went out of control and
over-turned. He was pinned between the oar and the ground.
The accident occurred near Milton on Hiighwa'Y 401. The car
was an early model Corvair.
The four other studentts niding with him were released from
hospital following treatment for
minor injuries.
The funeral was helld on Tues.
day, November 1 at the College
Memoria'! Ohapel in Toronto.
Flowe,rs were sent by the Faculty, Adminis1lration and students. Steve Little and Brian
Baker attended.
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CUSO on campus ~~The
i=i:i;

Jon Ohurch, Assoeiate DirecCJ()r af CUSO in Ottawa, is comli:ng to our campus November
14th. He plans to speak to al11
&lludents interested at 5:30 p.m.
in the MeZ2la,nine. Mr Ohurch
will preserut a fillm dea~.ing with
CUSO and its functions, foLlowed
by a question and answer period
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wbat to do. "
T,1e Montrea mau. caliPd
by the Canadian Welfare
Council "the leadmg community welfare statesman in Canada," paid tribute to Waterloo~
Lutheran for forming two new
schools this year: The School
of Business and Economics,
and The Graduate School of
Social Work.
"At first glance they might
not appear to have much in
common. But both business
and welfare work depend on
people working with and for
other people. They will be
successful largely to the extent that the people involved
establish useful human relationships with each other."/
Mr. Fisher, noting that the
business school will remain
a part of the college of arts
and science, said that decision
was valid and important since
a successful man of business
must be widely educated.
"Even quite recently it was
commonly assumed that the
scientific and technical revolution demanded specifically
trained people. The graduates
of arts were regarded with
suspicion in many businesses.
Today, business is asking
more and more for men
trained in non-scientific disciplines."
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Dr. Villanme and Chancellor MacDonald at Convocation

Villaume decrees:

We shall
Regarding the Federal Government's new proposal of aid to
educa.tion which it made at the
beginning C>f last week, Dr.
VilLaume, president of WLU had
the
f01llowing
~omments
to
make:
"The situation with regard to
fede,ral gnants is st1U very unclea<r. It will take a couple of
weeks before the smoke blows

not

be

away. No matter what the financial arrangements may ultimately be for the year 19671968. it is certain that neither
the federal government nor the
government
would
provinClial
want to strangle or even weaken
the programme of higher education at this universlity. The
need £or universities has never
been greater than it is right

moved!
now.
"If I were a student, I would
have not tJhe slightest doubt
that I would be here nexit year
if I were not graduating in May.
"Society nurtures and SUPpo!'ts such institutions as meet
a genuine social need; others
are allowed to decay. There is
no gr~ater need in Ont,ario than
higher education.''
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Chapman college -the watery campus
Chapman
College,
Orange,
California, begun the second
academic year of its Seven Seas
Division of International Education on Oct. 20 aboard its new
floating campus, the s.s. RYNDAM of the ECL Shipping Co.,
Bremen.
Aboard are 450 undergraduate college level students representing 181 college, university and high school campuses

from 34 states and five other
countries.
Freshmen comprise 24 pel"cent of the student body, sophomores and juniors each 32
percent, seniors 7 percent and
graduates 5 percent. Major liberal arts interests indicated include Sociology, English, Education, Science, History, Business, Art, Psychology, Govern-

ATTENTION SOC. STUDENTS
The admission requirements
for the Graduate of Social Work
were confirmed by the WLU
· Senate at its- meeting on October 27. The basic requirements
for admission include the following:
.1. A Bachelor's degree. from
a, Canadian University or accredited College or Universit.y
in the United States, or the
equivalent for applicants from
other nations; a preference will
be given to applicants with an
undergraduate major one or
more of the Social Sciences.
2. A record of scholarship as

ment, International
and Languages.

Relations

The fall semester itinerary
·will take the floating college
on a 107 day semester at sea
where regular college classes
meet six days each week at sea.
In-port activities' related to the
subject taught aboard ship will
originate in the port cities of
Lisbon, Barcelona, Marseille, Civitivecchia
(Rome),
Piraeus
(Athens), Istanbul, Alexandria,
Port Said, Suez, Bombay, Colombo, Port Swettenhamm (Kuala Lumpur), Bangkok, Hong
Kong, Kobe, Yokohama (Tokyo)
and Honolulu with the semester
ending Feb. 4 at Los Angeles.

' revealed by transcripts, which
indicates ability to pursue graduate work satisfactorily. This is Shipboard_ facilities include l4
interpreted as a minimum averclassrooms,
a modern science
age o£ "B", although exception
laboratory,
an
oceanography
may be made by the faculty if
laboratory, an especially select·
there is strong evidence of
ed library, a 280-seat theater,
special aptitude and potential
modern audio-visual equipment
for Social Work.
artd a completely staffed hospi3. Good physical and mental
tal.
health.
The spring 1967 semester
4.\ Evidence of personal quavoyage, which departs Los Anlities suited to Social Work as
geles Feb. 7 will journey to Carevealed by the applicant's
racas, the Island of Trinidad,
autobiographical statement and
references; a personal inter- Salvador, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro, Lagos,
view is normally required.
Dakar; Casablanca, Cadiz, Lisbon, Rptterdam,
Copenhagen,
London, Dublin and Galway, returning to New York May 25.
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Details of the program are
available from the Seven Seas
Division of International Education, Chapman College, Orange
Calif. 92666.

.:·

The Girls
Liberals Act

For gitJs,
with
engaging
ideas.

(Continued from Page 1)

should not be discriminated
against because of that affilia·
tion, nor should it be denied its ,
independence."
The strongly worded statement
to this effect was sent from the
Ontario University Liberal Federation to the P.M. on Tues.
voicing the unanimous opinion of
its thirteen member clubs.
Such a cut could cost WLU
$1 ,000,000.00 which amounts to
one-third of her budget. This
could cause a cut back in reo
search and expansion or affiJi.
ation with another university or
a very sizeable hike in fees.
WLU is not alone in the dilemma as approximately 35% of
all university students in Ontario attend church-affiliated colleges and universities.
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Clarification
of scholarships
of
Since the announcement
the new "incentive" scholarship
time
plan in the "Cord" some
ago. confusion has existed as
to whether or not this plan
replaced the proficiency scholarship plan. The new incentive
plan is not n placing the proficiency scholarship programme
but is existing side by side with
it. That is, holders of matriculation scholarships on arrival at
WUC will continue to receive
free tuition throughout the year
they attend this university providing they remain eligible by
maintaining a 70% average. The
designed
"incentive" plan, is
specifically for those who did
not receive a matriculation, scholarship upon entrance but whose
marks while at university merit
some type of recognition. To
be eligible under this plan, the
student must be among the top
ten of the class in the first and
second years and the top five
in. the third year. This does not
apply to those who hold pro-

ficiency scholarships which they
of
grade
received right out
thirteen.
also
Apparently there has
been some misunderstanding regarding the fifty dollars which
was given with the proficiency
scholarships. Regarding this. Dr.
Villaume had the following to
say,
"Proficiency scholarships provide free tuition this year and
that was also true in 1965-1966.
The year before the proficiency
of
scholarship was an award
free tuition and fifty dollars
proficiencyStudents awarded
scholarships before the academic year of 1965-1966 can still
collect tuition and fifty dollars
if they are eligible for it. Ttie
university honours its committ-

ment

to
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Gun display: I think you'll get a bang out of this

"Sentimental journey"

them."

If you are a winner of a Faculty-Board scholarship and are
wondering where your money is,
try checking at the business office
you may be pleasantly
surprised!
—

WLU students to get
expert legal advice
Many students on campus for
the past few years have become
involved in problems with the
local law. Most of these students
face prosecution without any
form of legal advice.
Also for the past few years
Student Council has sought and
gafiled legal advice from Mr.
Haney of McGibbon. Harper and
Hatiey, a law firm in Waterloo.
The proposed idea is for this
legal advice to be made free to
all students on campus who have
difficulties. The plan is still tentative but with luck there will
soon be counsel free of charge
to all students. There will, of
course, be court charges if it is
necessity that a student go before the judge but the advice
previous to the court engagement will be free. And the actual court charges may be reduced because of the campus
plan All cases to be brought
before the firm would necessarily have to be cleared through
Mr. Steve Little or his associates
first If we are successful, in our
endeavour to obtain this counsel
there will be further news on
it later and how to obtain this

Crippled

car

"I'm sorry there's nothing we

can do for you."

This was the verdict passed
of
that brave deterrent
by
crime and violence, the Waterloo Police Force last Wednesday when Bryan. Cordiek of
East Hall discovered his car to
be turned on its side in the
down by King
parking lot
Street.
How could such a thing have
happened? Was it a gang of
Plumbers
bent
on
creating
havoc 011 this campus? Was it
some of our own loyal hearts
in their nightly war against
sobriety? Was it one of the
strong winds we have enjoyed
this past month? Who could
have done this evil thing? And
this is the problem of Mr. C'ordick All he has to go on in his
search for the culprit is the
advice of the league of fighting men who wear the blue
If you know anything about
this tragedy, if you can help,
please report your knowledge
to the Cord office. Stay in
single file in the SUB hall so
as not to crowd the office.

service. This could be invaluable to many studen'ts (especially those under legal age).

Sweet termoil

John Brown on campus
by Victor Slater,
Psychology Club
President
In August of this year John
Brown, executive director of the
Warrendale, Toronto's internationally known residential treatment centre for emotionally
resigned
disturbed
children.
from Ms post. He claimed that
James Band. Ontario's deputy
minister of public welfare, was
acting as a dictator, and accused him of meddling behind the
scenes in treatment programs
and trying to sabatoge them. He
claimed that the board of directors of the centre forced him
to resign when he decided to
run for the Ontario Legislature

as a New Democratic Party Candidate.

-

When Mr. Brown resigned 40
members of the staff of the centre followed him. The incidents
received a great deal of coverage in the newspapers because
it brought into public view some
of the problems involved in
Ontario's changing welfare sys-

tem.
John Brown has been accused of using the centre for his
own financial gain. His position
in the affair has been both supported and criticized. The Toronto Globe and Mail said of Mr.
Brown "He gets things done by
bold leadership that breaks the
bounds of orthodoxy. He has
no use for bargaining and comHe
that
promising.
believes
there is too much human life
and spirit wasted while the
ihorsetrading goes on." Who is
right? Mr. Brown or the Ontario
Government?
John Brown will be on campus on Thursday, November 10.
He will be here at 4:30 in the
afternoon to speak to the Honours Psychology students about
his methods of treatment. At
7:30 he will be here to answer
any questions which the student
body and any other interested
parties wish to raise.

Faith and life
In a brief meeting of the Faith
and Life Council on Monday evening, Verna Connor (3rd year
General Arts) was elected the
new chairman
She wands the
Faith and Life Council to become involved with more students on campus and will do her
utmost to achieve this. All the
religious clubs and the executive
of the Faith and Life Council
wish Verna the best.

This year's homecoming weekend at WLU is packed witii
The programmany activities.
me begins Thursday night with
an "animal dance" in the TA.
Three bands will be performing.
They are. "The Big Town Boys",
"Sean and Jay and the Majesties," and"The Thanes." The
dance will begin at 9:00 and go
until 1:00. Admission is $1.25
per person.
On Friday evening at 8:30, the
alumni concert will feature
Schmuel Ashkenasi, the Israeli
violinist, in the TA. Admission
to the concert is $150 per
person.
The theme of homecoming,
"Sentimental Journey," will be
enacted Saturday morning in the
form of a parade. All clubs,
classes and residences will be
participating by providing a
float. All floats are to be at
Victoria Park at 8:30 Saturday
morning. At 9:30, the parade
will! roll out of the park, travel
down Queen St.and up King to
University Avenue
eventually
A barbecue will be held in the
ending up at Seagram's Stadium.
The floats will be judged in

front of CKCO-TV. The parade
will also include five bands,
three pipe and two drum corps,
and twenty-five clowns,
quadrangle at 11:00 A siteer
which wil! have been roast edthrough the night will a<t that
time be served. Those with
meal cards can eat for free and
the rest will be charged $1.00
Saturday afternoon at 1:00 fthe
WUC Golden Hawks will be
playing the team from the Royal
Military College. Kingston. The
game will be televised.
To climax the weekend the
formal,
which also has the
Journey"
"Sentimental
theme.
wili be held in the TA, the Dining Hall and the recreation room
in West Hall from 8:30 to midnight. Music will be provided by
the Bob Minn's Orchestra in the
TA. Bob Hamilton's Latin Br?ss
lin the dining ha'll and the
Barry Will's Trio in Wes>t Hall.
Refreshments will be served in
the dining hall. The Campus
Queen pageant, the highlight of
the weekend, will be held from
10:15 bo 11:00 at which time
the Queen will be crowned. Cost
of the formal is $4 00 a couple.
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of pride

Every team in sports has a distinctive uniform. Not
only does this uniform instill pride in the players but
it also creates a unity among them and serves to readHy identify them to others.
One might consider the students of Waterloo Lutheran to be a team. All these things apply to us as well.
Our uniform, our school jacket, can provide a material
symbol of prestige in our school that we so badly .need;
it can act as a unifying force among us; and It can
. make us identifiable in the Twin Cities, the Province,
and the Dominion. These things are important to WLU.
One might argue that a school jacket cannot bring
pride in the institution. Yet why do so many of our men
buy school jackets, or better yet, buy plain jackets and
then place the school's name on it. No doubt, pride is
behind it somewhere.
The need for a distinctive school jacket i$ apparent.
The student body is not expected to take th~ initiative;
the majority are probably happy the way thmgs are.
But the need is so apparent that we expect Students'
Council to act. It is time to stop pussyfooting around
and get something done. Past attempts have proved
feeble and fruitless.
,
This year another attempt will be. made throu~h a
jacket committee under the leadership of Boyd Simpson. We sincerely hope that this matter is not sh<;wed
aside once more. lt is hoped that the new committee
will put its utmost into the task.
And when it comes to the final decision we hope
Council takes full command. If the student body can
not make a satisfactory decision on the selection of jackets, then Students' Council must ha,ve the guts to dictate
to we the students what is going to be done and what
we can do if we don't like it. And when the choice is
made the jacket must become unique and distinctive;
we understand copyright can be used. There can be no
excuses short of expulsion or death.
Council and the student body must realize the desirability of a single school jacket. Student's Council has
the means of producing the Waterloo Lutheran jacket
and we EXPECT them to produce it by the end of the
school year.
(Rewritten from an On . Campus . Radio . Editorial,
-Oct. 30, 1966.)

London 1870- rightist
Anti-Editor's note: 'J1hlis article,
almost 100 yea.rs ago,
flthouJd help to put the "f~ree
tuiHon a1nd universal accessibility issues in proper historical
penspective.
LONDON, 1870
It is time that tJhe otiher side
of the Educa,t ion Act controversy
(·po,ptrJ.all"ly known a<S Educare)
be presented to tlhe public. I
shaH attempt to f.ormul,a te my
oa<Se without bias, -w-ithout leaning - without vhe fanat~cism
sll!(}wn re•c ently by the Gladstone
governme,n t.
What are the fa,cts about
pubilk education? Let us stop
and consider the imp<licatlion<S of
providing all gro•up•s of ciHzens
the indigent as wei~ a's the
desell"V•ing, tJhe slothful as weU as
the thl'ifty - with free pll"imary
education. For ~t is this measure
t hat an ambitious government
has Mmmed througih ,the Comwr~tten

mml\S.
Naturally Mr. Glad<Stone and
his 1'a1bid Li1beral associates have
dQSIOWned a1l!l intentions of exercising political control ove>r our
teoohiing profession. But let us
1look behind the baby-kissing and
the handshaking into 1ihe lurid
intent~ons of this governmenrt:.
WHI Elduca,r e not in time rear
up a genenation of Englishmen
trained as robots - a generatiom witJh no thougJhit of refinemeni or socia•l distinction? lit is
the liWe1ing, eg~a.J<itJa~ria.n undertones od' this 1ea~p in tlhe oar k

, Greet in gs f rom Dal
Cheryl Hirschfeld, last year's
popular exc1wnge student from
Dalhousie and star of Purple
and Gold's Gypsy, has retunted
to Dal but stilt h.as memories
of that year at WLV.
At the start of the year, Richard K. Taylor, the university's
director of information sent her
a telegram O'j greetings on behalf of all administration,
faculty and students.
Here, in part, is Cheryl's
reply:

"During tbe hustle and bustle
of regi&tration at Dalhousie my
thoughts frequently flew back
to this 1Jime l•ast y~ar when I
was going through the same
thing at Waterloo. I have many
wonderfud memorie<S from last
year and it makes me very ha·P'PY
to know that you also have
pleasantt memories of me.
I'm quite happy to be back
at Da1l but it is not the same.
W,alfedoo feels more like home

lobby

that are to be feall"ed.
lit is puzzLing but true that
men will probably never learn
that they oannot have something
fm no!Jhling. 'J1hus we f~nd col~s
s a 11 comp•lacence Sl\lrrounding
this question of free pl['limary
educa•tion. It is just such a compla,cent a<ttiltude- that forces the
well-<heeled and respectahle elements of so·c•iety to squander
1iheir birth-right on a notorious
income tax. For it is through
these taxes paid by gentlemen
of dlis.tinc:tion tha•t the commoners will be taught.
Recently there has been much
praise and lauding of the Ameri<lan education f•a dl.ities by agitators in this countJry. Is it noit a
fact, however, that thousands of
Loyal'ists who foresa•w the dlange>rs of Americ•an me<thods left
that country immedda,tely following the . treacheqoous uprising of
1776? Do oot be deluded into
thlinking that the>re were no
schoolmasten:; among tha·t number. Let us bea>r in mind these
sobering realities when we consider ~vernme•nt p•a'l"ticipation in
our educatinnal system.
Bwt the g'!"ea•tes>t , danger of all
is the danger of pe·r soml liberty.
Would we who supposedly value
freedom so highly allow cmr
educa1Jiona•l SY'stem to be regulated and made oompulsory by
government legi.slation?
Do we not realize that this is
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Are you sure this is RK 22?

to me now and· I reaJ.ly do mi&s
it. I'm going to try to make a
vtisit sometime this .year - if
not before Christmas, tlhen at
Winter Carnival in January.
If it is at all possible, I would
J,ike you to print a small article
in The CORD. I wou,ld like to
express my a.pprecia•Hon to the
administration, facu J t y a n d
students of Waterloo for the
wonderful year tlhey gave me.
Please tell them tJhat I think of
them a·nd of Waterloo often.
You know, I think whoever
said tha,t Upper Canadians were
cold a·nd unfriendly ewdently
didn't go to Waterloo.
Sincerely,
Oh eqoyiJ.''

We are Good
Dear Sir:
"Lutheran! What a name for
a University! Somebody might
think that we're all a bunch of
holy Joes or something. Why,
they've even got it on the sweat-

against free tuition

the beginning of a long train of
events of unforeseeable conclusion? I do not consider it an
eX'aggeration to sugges-t that
witb!in a century, these rad•icals
will be camng for free se·conda:ry education. It a1lso appears
plain1ly evident to me that the
governmentt'•s action will cause a
drastic reduction in the number
of persons entering the teaching
profession. By 1920 or 1930, illiteracy and ignorance, in 1Jhis
modern England may well have
reached barball"ic proportions.
The eventual result of huge
government reguJ.ated schoo1ls
filled with masses of children
from aU backgrounds, sitting
before semi-illHer•a te ma,sters is
indeed appalling.
If 1t were not both unethical
a·nd unprofes&ional for tihe teachevs of this country to go on
strike, I should call on them to
do so. The situation is gn·ave not
o~,J.y for educa·to•rs but for persons of a<ll distinguiS<hed callings.
Know that I warn you d•octo11s, Lawyers, a,J,l tJhere
wiltl come a time when !Jhe
g~avernment
will demand your
services for all citizens, be they
l'ich or poor. Do not think that
the common man wilil be satisfied with destroying the liber<ty
of one profession - he wm rudn
them aJl.

Thank God, I shaltl not live to
see the day!
by Jim Laxe'l", U of T.
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shirts and jackets now. I wouldn't be caught dead wearing one
of those things."
As "Joe College" was sitting
in the Torque vociferating these
typical pearls of wisdom to his
friend across the table, he had
completely/ forgotten his anxiety
of the previous year. His Grade
13 marks had just come in and
he obtained
57.3%.
Western
would now not accept him. He
would certainly be rejected by
Toronto or, as a matter of fact
by any other provincially subsidizerl University.
"What! What's that? Did you
say there was one University
that wasn't provincially subsidized? Where is it; what's the
name of it; where do I get ap.
plication forms? Waterloo Lutheran did you say?"
Nearby, two members of the
opposite sex were having difficulty seeing each other through
the pile of dirty trays, dishes
and coke bottles left on the
table by egotistical slobs who
considered tl).Pt the table was for
their use only.
Apathy! I'm sick of hearing
how the student body in general
is full of it. Ashamed is closer
to the truth. Ashamed of what!
God only knows. It might be
that opprobrious word inserted
between "Waterloo" and "University". Maybe it is because
the place is small, smaller than
that "insignificant
institution"
down the street. What if we
were called Toronto or Western?
But I wouldn't like t'h at because
Western is nothing but a "country club" and in Toronto you're
nothing but a number.
It seems that many people
who })ave graduated from Waterloo Lutheran University have
become very successful-believe
it or not. A start was needed
and that was given to them by
the Lutheran University.
"Joe College" continued:
"You know, we have a great
football team. I'd be willing to
bet that the Luthe .. , I mean
Waterloo Golden Hawks could
give Western a good run for
their money. I can just see when
we ........ "

Alex Douma

Local Girls
Dear Sir:
I wall indeed pleased to see
the photograph of an acquaintance in last week's Cord. Alt h ·o u g h I'm not prejudiced
against U. of Guelph, "The
Girls" of our OWN campus are
very attractive - why not run
pictures and names of WUC
girls?
r
Paul Perry.
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by 'P eter, Paul and Brian

Case Study: A· Management Problem
Union Organization qf Labour
In recent years the boom in
the Canadian Ec{)nomy has presen<ted many companies with the
problem of uruion attempts :;o
organize labour. To illustra·te
this p•roblem, consider a manufacturing concern whrich employs
the "assembly 1ine" process of
produc•tion. Without a union
there is a 40 hour work-week,
with a wage ra,te of $2.00 to
$2.35 per hour. Overtime is unrestricted and fringe benefits include subsidiized lunches, vacation pay, s-ickness i!IJSlurance and
a merit award suggesVi.on plan.
Fred Thoma.s, a nationa-l union
organizer, spoke t.o the workers
on behaH of unionism. He stressed tha't the unton would
demand a definite formal oon·
tract between labour and man·
agement to specify wa·ge and
hour scJ:tedwll:!S, a seniority
system, a pension plan .and a
proper grievance ~edure.
Learning of Thomas• efforts,
personnel manager Jim Reagan

reported to the Company's Board
of Management. He informed
them of tne union's a1itempts .tt
organi2Ja•tion, and reminded the
Bom•d of the present W!Orkocmanagement situation. Jim noted the ob"ious disadvan<tages tothe company if the union bid
was successful, especially the
loss of time required for grievance procedure and contract negotiations, besides the cost of additional industrial relations personnel.
Management must
decide
whether to attempt to forestall
union entry by increasing benefits and explaining union disadvantages to the workers, or
ro accept the union . in their
plant. This decision depends on
many more facts and viewpoints
than we have been able to present.here, but we hope that these
are enough to acquaint you with
the management problem of
"Unionism in Industry."

WUS defines its goals
If you are new on campus, or
even if you have been here a
while, and you are looking for
a worthwhile organization to
join, World University Services
is for you. Because of its close
affiliation with the United Nations, those students who have
attended United Nations seminars in the past, will be particlllarly interested in joining WUS.
WUS is a student-faculty, selfhelp organization which operates at the university level in
more than fifty countries. Since
it began in 1920 it has provided a great many valuable
services by helping underdeveloped and less fortunate
countries to. help themselves. It
has sent books to Algeria; built
a health centre in Chile and a
hostel in Guatemala; s~t up

scholarships in India; sent laboratory equipment to Nicaragua
and X-ray units to Pakistan;
erected a student centre in Pem
and a book store in Thailand;
and supplied manual labour for
the reconstruction of Skopje in
Yugoslavia after the 1965 earthquake.
These projects cost money and
it is one of the duties of the
local WUS committee on this
campus to raise funds. Treasure
Van and "SHARE" are two such
programs.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the WUS committee on campus please leave
your name, address and phone
number in the WUS mailbox in
the upstairs of the SUB, or contact Professor Frank Sweet or
Betty Laver.
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Married students only please

Philanthropist promotes birth control
by Steve Naylor

A birth control clinic and information centre unknt)wn to
many KW residents, has been
operating in Kitchener for the
past 37 years. Founded by popular Kitchener philanthropist, ,
A. R. Kaufman, in 1929, the Parents' Information Bureau Ltd:
wa's set up initially to aid and
guide
employees
discharged
from the Kaufman Rubber Co.
because of the depression. Mr..
Kaufman soon found that the
need for the birth control · supplies and advice was widespread.
He expanded and promoted birth
control all across Canada, with
the distribution and administration centre here in Kitchener.
Section 150 of the Federal
Criminal Code describes the dis·
tribution or sales of !IllY 'contraceptive information or · devices· as an offence, unless proven to be "for the public good."
Only once, in September 1936,
has Mr. Kaufman been forced

The sound of one hand clapping

any contraceptives; the Burea11
to defend his position. In the
is strictly non-profit and philanfamous trial of a social worker
thropic. If a couple cannot afemployed by him, the Crown
ford contraceptives, they, ar~
tried, unsuccessfully, to prove
provided free of charge.
that the information and deIn the clinic's offices at 41()
vices did not "serve the public
King North are facilities for pergood." Since then, there has
forming vasectomies. Sterilb;abeen no legal trouble whatstlion of the maL is becoming
oever.
increasingly popular, especially
In an informal interview with
in cases where the couple have
the Bureau Director, Miss Mary
more children than th~y call
Scott, the CORD learned of the
support, and cannot afford the
procedwres and JiacHities of the
risk of having ,another · ~ild.
Bureau. It first requires that
Several local doctors, and docthe married woman be registertors
throughout Oanada coed with the Kitchener bureau
operate in performing the simfor a nominal fee. After regple operation. At present, well
istration, contraceptives may be
over 1100 vasectomies have 4,eea
purchased by mail, at prices far
arranged by the Bureau.
below normal retail cost.
All
Miss Scott said that, sinc-e it
contracevtive devices except the ,
pill are available, a:lthough in- is the wife who bears the (IIJiltrauterine devices like the Lip· dren, the Bureau works through
pes' Loop are- mailed directly her. All supplies are mailed to
her, even if her husband places
to the patient's doctor, for inthe order.
sertion by him. Incidentally,
Some married students do use
Kaufman Rubber does not make
the Bureau. However, to dispel
any false notions students may
entertain, Miss Scott asked the
CORD to emphasize th'lt contraceptives can be supplied only to
married couples who register
with the Bureau, or to Bridesto·be who are recommended by
a registered mother.
Mr. A. R. Kaufman is certainly to be congratulated, not' only
for providing Kitchener with a
Games Room S. U .B.
unique, practical application of
modern progressive thinking.
7:00
but also for encouraging PlanWed., November 9
ned Parenthood throughout the
world.

GENERAL MEETING
Winter Carnival
Committee

Wit!hout a plan for a career your university work might be likened to the
Zen ilmage af one hand clapping. What will provide the other hand? Think
about being a Chartered Accountant. That's a two-handed job. It takes
dedication; clear thinking; a wish to be helpful to others and useful to
society. It takes an outgoing personality: you work with peop-le rather
than things. It takes originality. It takes leadership. Those are some CYf
the things it takes. What does it give? Advanced education- income· stability; satisfaction. (Which doesn't leave very much out of th~ ideal ~areer.)
As a Chartered Accountant you will be at the centre of Canada's growing
ec~momy. You get on the management team of your company much more
qUickly. Or run your own practice. Or teach. Or serve in government
There isn't room here to tell you all about the challenge of Chartered Acoo~ntancy as a career .. T'he decision whether or not to enter the field , is a
ma)or one, and you Wlll want all the p€rtinent ·facts.

:aeminder:
To the graduating
class

Interviews for possible
•
careers In

For further information write:

MANPOWE R

T HE . INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO '
69 Bloor St. E., Toronto 5

will be held on
the campus

927-1841

November 8 - 9 - '10
Recruiting dates from November 15th - February 28th.

See your University Placement
Officer for Application Forms.
(i
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DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AND IMMIGRATION '
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CUP?

Golden Bears

6
7
Laurentian
U. of Montreal 7
0
Carleton
1
Loyola
U. of Waterloo 7
9
McMaster
Total Pts. For 193 Pts. Against 37
WLU
WLU
WLU
WLU
WLU
WLU
WLU

22
30
36
29
46
17
13
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Culture In
Review

OR

REASON

by Connie Guildemond

Don't

Miss This Tale

by Taylor H. Shantz
"What's up Tiger Lily" or better yet, "The Great Egg Salad
Caper" comes off as one of .the
most originally hilarious films
of this decade. The real impact
of the humour will not be. felt
unless the viewers keep in mind
that the dubbed-in zany groups
replace the serious dialogue of
a dramatic detective story along
the James Bond theme. Woody
· · Allen displays a remarkable.
facility for capitalizing comically on "double entendre" facial
expressions and gestures of
method actors. So effective is he
in fact, ·that the movie turns out
to be just one big preposterous
joke that will tickle anyone's
funny bone.
The
central plot revolves
around the attempts of one' group

DRESSLER'S ·.·

-MUSIC
CENTRE
Instruments
Accessories
Sheet Music
Organs & Pianos
IU King E.

Kltthener

742-4842

of bad guys to steal a special
egg-salad recipe from another
group of bad guys. Although
difficult to follow ·at times, the
action moves rapidly a-nd will
captivate anyone with a sense of
humour.

·Agg by gaslight
by Kathy Casey
, Take one . coach.-hc;mse, add a
lot of imagination plus ingenuity
and you have the Gaslight Gallery_. Situated at Queen St.,
Kitchener, The Gaslight was
once part of the Erb Estate but
has now been converted into a
showroom. The original wooden
beams and coach-doors have
been left, as well as the heavy
oak' panelled walls, and 'toget~er
they lend an atmospher~ and
charm not usually accredit~d to
an art gallery.
This month the Gaslight is
showing the works of John Agg,
a Canadian artist. His work is
not only highly original but very
diverse in composition. Oil is
predominant yet there are also
enamels, wax-colours, anq charcoal sketches on display. When
~ mep iato the Gall~ry, you
are reminded of yesterday, ~ut
the artistry of John Agg will
soon bring you into the focus
of today.

UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Sunday, November 6,
10:30 a.m.
Subject:
"Responsibility and the
Modern State"
Speaker:
Donald Gordon,
University of Waterloo
136 Allen St. East
(at Moore Ave.)
Waterloo

IN WATERLOO

Meissner Travel
Agency
for all your travel needs
134 King St. S.
745-6281
Daily (except Sat) 9-5:30 pro
IN KITCHENER
157 King St. W.
576-2300
Mon. ~ Sat. 9- 6 pro

WATERLOO THEATRE
Special Student Prices
Monday thru Thursday
You must have your Student
Identification Card

$1.25

One of the Most Beautiful Movies Ever Made
-Life Magazine

WINNER OF 6
ACADEMY AWARDS

Evgs 8 pro Mat. Sat & Sun 2 pm
Phone for reserved seats or pick
them up at the Box Office

Ruth Watson Henderson at WLU
h·a p pen in g
DOUG DUNNINGTON

IN MOVIES
CAPI'I'OL: Doug McClure and
Guy Stockwell star in Beau
Geste, the re-make of an earlier
saga about the foreign legion.
FOX: Hayley Mills as a dev·
ilish schoolgirl leads the merriment in The Trouble with A""
gels.. Also Apache Upl'ising.
LYRIC : Charleton Heston !l.s
Michelangelo and Rex Harri. son as Pope Julien combine to
paint the Sistine Chapel in epic
form in The Agony and the Ec. stacy.
ODEON: The renowned Mr.
Heston is joined by Lawrence
Olivier this time in the battle
of the century at Khartoum.
WATERLOO: Lara's theme is
·played approximately 28 times
as Omar Shariff contemplates
·· 'things aesthetic in Doctor· Zhi" vago.

IN MUSIC
GRAND: Jack Scott and the
Ook-piks.
KENT: The Sidemen. Shmuel Ashkenasi will present works of Schubert, Bach,
Ravel, Bloch, and Bartok at the
annual alumni concert tonight
at 8:30 p.m. in the T.A. The
young Israeli violinist won the
1952 Tschaikovsky competition
in Russia and has recently received rave reviews in the United States.
1'he Vienna Johann Strauss
Orchestra
appears
at
the
Kitchener Auditorium, Wednesday at 8.15 p.m. Students may
attend at half price.

IN THEATRE

Evgs. Mon. thru 'J.'hur.
Students $1.25
Adults $2.00 & $2.25

The Theatre of the Arts at
the U. of W. is the setting for
Noel Coward's
classic play,
Blithe Spirit, tomorrow evening.
The production is being staged
by the Touring Players Foundation which has been - formed
by Mr. Dennis Sweeting who
was resident director at the U.
of W. last season.

Fri., Sat., Sun. & Holidays

AT THE ' BALL

$2.25 and $2.50

Sentimental Journey is the
theme for the annual Homecoming Dance tomorrow night on
the campus. Bill Minus 1'rio,
Bob Hamilton Latin Brass and
Barry Wills Trio provide the en-·
tertainment.
The National Ballet (){ Canada
is featured next Thursday at

Phone 742-1093, 576-1550,
576-1551. Box office open
6 to 9 p.m.
Mat. Sat. & Sun. ! · p.m.
$1.75 & $2.00

t,1ElRO·OOOJNYN·MAYER ,_,.,.

DAVID LEAN'S FILM OF BORIS PASTERNAK1
·I

~

DOCTOR ZHi"GO

8.30 at the Lyric Theatre in
Kitchener.

IN THE GROOVE
The Beachboys, Chad and Jeremy, and The Thanes present
a concert on Monday night, November 21 at the Kitchener
Auditorium. Tickets are $3.00·
and at the rate the teenyboopers are grabbing them, you'd
better get yours shortly.

Dr. J. F. Little spoke on the
relationship of reason to faith
at the I.V.C.F. supper meeting
last Thursday. He approached
the topic in an historical fashion, · outlining the various ways
in which these two have been
explained in the past.
Five major stands can be
clearly discerned. The most
simple is the one of complete
opposition of faith and reason
which ·is summed up in "I believe that which is absurd." Kant
a.nd Hegel tend to see faith and
reason as parallel paths to the
same truths. However, this view,
Dr. Little asserts , fails to ·'see
man 's sin in relation to GOd. '
Thomas Aquinas holds a p'osition of transcendence; the trJths
of faith complete those of reason. This in effect absolutlzes
reason, for it' fails to take into
account the distortion of reason
by sin . A paradoxical relationship is expounded by Kierkegaard and Pascal. They distinguish between reason and faith,
but realize that these must work
together. There is a ten~ion between them similar to that of
the original sin and righteous·
ness in the Christian life.
Contemporary
philosophy is
concerned with understanding
the "meaning of meaning'' necessary for communication between different fields of knowl·
edge. Most present schools ac·
knowledge that every philosot>hical system has presuppositions
accepted by a judgment of faith.
In discussion, Dr. · Little concluded that there is an element
of faith under all understanding
and these are generally judged
by their ability tO illuminate
reality.

ON CAMPUS
This week, On Campus Radio
presents George Thompson ·and
a preview of Murder in ' the
Cathedral coming up this month.
Other attractions include the
Campus Queen, events for Expo '67 and an editorial on Council Minutes. It is hoped to have
the three political leaders discussing Model Parliament as
well. Be sure to listen Suhday
night to OHYM, 1490, from H:OO
to 12:00 p.m.
ON THE STUDENT VILLAGE
Come and see a film on L.S.D.
at the Students' Village main
dining hall at the U. of W. 1t
will be shown November 9th
at 8:00 p.m. Later there will
be an opportunity to questio'l
psychiatrists who have experienced L.S.D. This film is being sponsored by S.C.M .

His1ory repeats
itself
as
comic Woody Allen takes a
bite of that fatal
apple
which started it all. See it at
THE ODEON starting, Wed·
nesday, Nov. 9.

'~EWS
Free for All Lutheran Students

LUTHERAN

LUTHERAN NEWS
New Haven, Missouri, 63068
Please send me your paper free of charge for eight months.

Name .... .'............................................... ..,.............. .
Address ........................ ........................................ ..
City ............... , ............ State ............ Zip ........... .

College .... ,.... ·.......................................................~.
LUTHERAN NEWS is an independent, conservative newspaper dedicated . to . Biblical
Christianity, the highest standards of scholarship and unmanaged news.
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Playwrite will
discuss theatrics

Culture In

Review

Take

equal

portions of Ray

Charles and Joe Williams, mix
them and
Leu Rawis. Combine Lou Rawls with Oniy Matlews' Orchestra and some of the
finest contemporary blues songs
and the precipitate is Tobacco
Road.
Tobacco Road is an exceptionally good album. Even the two
©Id chestnuts, "St. Louis Blues"
Journey"
and
"Sentimental
Rawl's
come alive under the
touch. Fine songs such as "Tobacco Road", "Roc-kin' Chair",
"Ol' Man River" and "Georgia
On My Mind" are put down for
"Stormy
Rawl's
posterity.
Weather" is, I think, the definitive
version
of
Stormy
Weather.
All this of course, is pretty
high praise and the blues purists must be tearing out their
hair. However,
purists
blues
are few and far between. Selfaccompanied, formulaic blues, if
not dead, are dying (witness the
rising academic interest in traditional blues
a sure sign of
imminent death). Their death
demise if regrettable, is not irreconcilable. The gap has been
filled by a new form of blues
which is in many respects supperi or.
Tobacco Road is a good showcase for the virtues of contemporary blues. The lyrics are comprehensible and non
formulaic
hence non-repetitive. The rise
and fall of the blues guitar is
replaced by the flexibility of a
big band. At
times,
various
Rawls is accompanied by a blues
harmonica, a guitar, an organ,
Ihe brass, or the whole works
at once. The blues a la Rawls
and Matthews swing.
The common denominator in
all blues is the intangible emotional element and Rawls,
a
powerful singer, is able to transmit the blues feeling.
Charles
Ray
If, as
said,
understands
the
"Everybody
blues"', then everybody
should
enjoy Lou Rawl's Tobacco Road.

tobaccor

oad

Recording review

Speak for yourself

—

—

-

How's

per

fidem?

We know that there are just
scores of people waiting for the
appearance of Per Fidem. We
are not intimidated in any way
by the fact that no-one has expressed this. It is our theory
thai Per Fidem readers are very
shy, and for this reason have
not come forward. But just because the requests for Per Fidem
are unspoken ■"ill not deter us.
<So fasten your seat-heMs for
next week.

9

To many people dramatic criticism must seem like an attempt to tatoo a soap bubble,
shoe a fish, or eliminate
the
Tory Chief. Indeed it is easily
understood that just as plays
range from futile to fancy, so,
also critics vary in their ability
to disect and digest the dramatie.
reToday, because of our
liance on the totally perceptive,
we like to be told whether this
play or that movie was good or
bad; whether it had a moralistic
punch or a simple merry plot
and what is worse, we run to
the newspapers and magazines
after the performance and accept as God's truth, what we
read in a review. Insert a commentary on Dr. Zhivago in a Stag
Movie reviiew and some are
liable to accept it. Have Judith Christ of the New York
Times tell people that Batman
is the only aesthetically inclined program on Television and
the same masses will wait in
line at the local bar to see it in
colour. Sound impossible? Wait!
In February, 1965, the local barber in Juniper, New Brunswick
had a moment of weakness while
reading a newspaper from an
equally
prominent
Burg
in
Maine. After reading the funnies he scanned an article that
referred to the profanity used
in Who's Afraid of Virginia
Wolfe and how it was going
to demoralize the whole nation.
Even though the closest he'd
come to a movie was a MasseyFerguson
demonstration film,
within 10 minutes he had enlisted the help of the local pastor, teacher, butcher, blacksmith and bar-maid on a banVirginia Wolfe- committee.
The next day, a telegram was
sent to she New Brunswick Censor Board urging the banning
of the movie in question. Although these local people were
not really instrumental in the
banning, it was forbidden
in
New Brunswick and subsequent-

Let's Talk About....

Mr. Hugh Webster, 3 professional director, .ictor and p'laywrite will speak to WUC's
Pi<\\ ers' Guild in Willison Hall
on Wednesday, November 9. Mr.
Webster, who has worked with
Ithe CBC. The London Free Press,
Stratford Shakespearian
compGuthrie
any and ihe Tyrone
Theatre group, is now doing an
adaptation of a radio play by
Tommy Tweed. Mr. Webster has
agreed to direct a University
production of this adaption at
WUC on March 9, 1967.
Students who are interested in
the theatre are urged to attend
Wednesday when Mr. Webster
will discuss his work in an informal seminar and will answer
student questions regarding ibe
upcoming production.

]y in Nova Scotia and P.E.I.
And, the saddest part of it all
is that the bannishment was
supported
by
conceived and
those who knew neither whether
Edward Albee was a genius or
a moron nor if Vifginia Wolfe
was a 16th century puritan or
a 20th century prostitute.
It is the task of the professional theatre critic to first perceive the play in its architectural framework. Once the visable
effects are tabulated he is then
able to guide the actions and
lines he sees and hears into the
third dimension of the review
the written or spoken appreciation whether good or bad. It
is also the task of the audience
and
to hear, see, and feel
then to evaluate. From Albee to
Steinbeck or Disney to C. B. BeMille, the fault does not lie
with the critic but with the into
ability of most individuals
explore and use their power of
appreciation.

by Liz Holmes

Does anyone not
have
an
aversion to criticism? I do!
We human beings like
to
think we are always right and
we hate being told we are wrong.
If anyone were io walk up to
me and begin a recitation on all
things I am doing that I should
not be doing, I would most likely snarl vigorously and holler:
"Why don't you mind your own
business? Who do you think you
are anyway?"

I know for sure that I am a
human being and I like to beJieve that I am a normal one so,
I can assure that you know what
I am talking about.
Yet, we do take criticism, although sometimes we do not
know we are swallowing the bitter pill. There are many
of sugar-coating it.
Thackeray, for example,
in
his essay "On Being
Found
Out", coated his criticism with
humour and cushioned the shock
with the admission that he was
as guilty as anyone else. He put
us off our guard and we opened
our minds and swallowed the
pill and learned something.
Bel Kaufman had something

Waterloo

Watch For The Grand
Opening Of Our Second
Floor

■ ■

8
■

STMSS

■ ■

"Up the Down Staircase" is a
story about a teacher, a class
and a be fuddled administration.
It is a criticism but, it does not
offend one bit because it is also funny and easy to read. We
are so busy laughing
we
don't notice we are finding out
some pertinent things.
The format of the book I will
not describe. When you read it
you will realize that no other
way would suffice to present
Eel Kaufman's story.
The story is human, .exciting
and important. It. is
with
comedy end pathos.
Bon't ask me to tell yofi any
more about "Up the Down
Staircase" because I might go
on forever and spoil the
ience for you. Just read it You
will laugh but, you will team
something.

ALMEN s S
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Soprano

745-2941

WOODY
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No one person has an innate
propensity that allows him to
say that a particular picture,
sculpture, novel, play, movie or
political philosophy is or is not
a work of excellence tut what
all have is the ability to perceive, enjoy and finally determine for himself the merits of
the preceding elements. Isn't it
the
time we begin to weigh
evidences for our own satisfaction and perhaps then the tatooing of soap bubbles, the shoeing of fish, or finding a new
Tory Chief will not seem so impossible.

EDUARD STRAUSS IE

38 King Street South

in a uwique way and she peppered it heavily with humour.

STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOV. 9

—

(38-,,000 paperback

THE BOOK NOOK

to say about red tape and young
people, so she wrote a book called "Up the Down Staircase-".
Like Thackeray, she didn't try
to bang our heads against the
problem she was posing. Jf she
had, she might have broken a
few bones, but that would have
been all. She wrote her thesis

—

if It's Not On The
Shelf We'll Get It For
You

titles)

bel kaufman

Conductor

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

WALTER KRAEUTLER, Tenor

ODEON THEATRE

WED., NOVEMBER 9-8:15 P.M.
RESERVED SEATS $3.00, $2.50, $2.00; STUDENTS V2 PRICE
ON SALE AT WX.U. BOOK STOKE
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INTERVIEW
must be given in the Ist week.
It would certainly be
more
meaningful and helpful during
the Ist semester, but timetable
difficulties arise at that time,
and we have only the orientation
week when all the freshmen are
together.
D: In previous years, I believe, no notification of an exam
of the course was given prior
to registration in the calendar.
What about it?
S: This year was the first year
it's been put into the calendar.
Dean Schaus, the registrar, and
I worked out the statement because the Registrar's Office ran
into the difficulty of some having it and some not. Those that
do not write the L.S. exam get
a DNW; if they did write the
exam, they get either a P or
an F. The purpose of this state
ment was to clarify the issue
for the Registrar's Office. Now.
as the statement says, the L.S.
mark wili appear on the permanent record card of the student.
Since it is not graded A. B. or
C, etc., this mark is NOT averaged in with the student's average on the year The student
has 2 opportunities—in November and a later supplementary
exam—to clear this requirement.
If he fails to do so, either an
F or a DNW will appear on his
permanent record card.
D: What happens if you miss,
or fail to write, your second
exam? Can you get another

wards the freshmen. In talking
with Mr. Shultz, our head librarian. I have tried to inform the
frosh as to the how's and why's
of Library Science. I hope that
now. after having written your
L.S. exam, you will realize that
it is both a necessary and useful tool to be able to handle.
D: What is Library Science?
S: L.S. is the training in the
use of certain tools which are
indispensable in the process of
education.
D: How long has our library
been going?
S: Well, there has been a library here since the founding of
the Seminary in 1911. There has
been a library for the college
since 1925. This library opened
last year on September 18th,
1965.
D: How did L.S. get started?
S: When we were affiliated
with Western, L.S. was a necessary or required Yz course for
graduation. That is, it was a
ruling by Western and we were
bound to do the same. It was
formerly a 10 week course for
1 hour a week in the first semester. Everyone had to take it.
D: So, if you get a B.A. degree from WUC and had failed
in your L.S. you wouldn't get
your degree?
S: That was Western's requirements, yes: but this was prior
to 1960.
D: And now?
Si Since July Ist, 1960, we
have been independent. The Library Science lectures have been
curtailed to 5 hours in the freshman year as part of the orientation program of the University. I regret that these lectures

chance?
S: It is now a Ist year occurrence only. It stands as an F
on the permanent record card.
D: Can this mark have any
significance whatsoever on the
student once he graduates.

For A New or Used Volkswagen
call Cec Beatie

at Gord Crosby Volkswagon
2500 King St. E.

SH 5-6881

Inquire About Our Student Plans,

I-

S: No. It is purely to "let us
know whether or not he has
taken the course and passed it.
D: Is there any possibility of
not having such an exam?
S: No. Some universities have
instruction on a voluntary basis,
and the turnout is very small.
The point of this is entirely
practical. What you try and do
is: Ist, cover the classification
used: 2nd, study the use of card
catalogues and its informations;
3rd, the rules by which these
cards are filed; 4th, the introduction to some basic types of
reference material; and lastly,
the use of indexes, abstracts, government documents, pamphlets,
etc. Here, at WLU, we have a
break. Up until now, students
have used the Dewey Classification system. All Ontario university libraries and most Canadian
university libraries are either
using or switching to the Library
of Congress system. The University of Windsor uses a similar
L.S. program. There are also a
number of other big universities
that want to introduce such a
system but cannot because of the
large number of freshmen per
year.
D: In your opinion, do you
think L.S. will continue?
S: Yes.
D: What value is the course?
S: It is to facilitate the use
of the library in the students'
years here. There are students
who have come back after their
Ist year of complaining and
have, in their 2nd or 3rd year
thanked me. Also, in the 3rd or
4th year, all honours students,
when they start their 3rd year,
should have another course in
the use of materials that are
specific to their subject field.
By giving this to all freshmen,
this cuts down in the staff time
in dealing with these basic
things. Mind you, the staff can
tell me after Christmas whether
or not the student has taken
L.S. just by the questions they
have asked. We can also tell if
they have read the Library
Handbook because over 90"" of
the questions asked by the students are answered in the hand
book. Ask, however, rather than
fumble around on your own,
D: Any concluding statements?
S: The fuller appreciation of
the brief training in L.S. comes
as the student begins to use the

BY JAMIE BROWN

Now that my little column is well underway on its
meteoric rise to the peak of journalistic achievement,
I find myself besieged with fan mail. My dear fans deserve space to air their views, so here are all three
letters, reprinted just as I received them:
Dear Grumps,

Something has been bothering me that took me
the usual twenty-five minutes time limit.
Just because my column's better than your column is
no reason for you to have the audacity to take the credit for it, as well as yours, in last week's paper. I have,
an Bxlo glossy photo of you skulking around the Cord
Office after hours putting your name over my column.
I will sell this print to you for a nominal fee.
Don's Dilemnas
Dear Don's Dilemna's: Your charges are completely ridiculous and unfounded. How much?
Dear Grumps,
I have been running my eye over your flaccid column for the past few weeks and have found it to be
generally insipid and prosaic. In a word, namby-pamby.
You are constantly demonstrating your complete ineptitude and total inability to think. We of the Torque
Room have decreed that your column is pure unadulterated garbage. Furthermore, and fool could write a
column like yours. If I had the time I'd even come up
and write one. Rut I'm much to busy criticising.
Yours humbly,
SUPER CRITIC'
Omnipotent Overseer of
Unsurpassable Excellence
Dear Super Critic, I hope I may call you super. I'd
write you an answer, bnt any fooi could do that. Ry
the way, are you really faster than a speeding bullet?
Dear Grumps,
This here is my first year at WUC. And I would
like_ t° say a few words in favour of the food in the
Dining Hall. I always was a little skinny, but ever since
I got up here I have been putting on weight. I do believe that the staff prepares some of the best food that
I have ever eaten. I especially like those big, succulent,
more than

Dill pickles.

University has been a great success so far. Every
body s so friendly. My first week here I got engaged.
Inciclently,_ can you help me find my fiance? He disappeared into a sea of faces in the Torque Room
in the
first week, and I haven't seen him since. He wears a
big purple cape with S. C. written on it
in gold letters,
and calls himself the Omnipotent Overseer of Unsurpassable Excellence, or something. He lets me call
him
0.0. U.E. for short. Please help me find him,
Marigold G. Rody
Dear Mangold: The Dining Hall Staff convey their
thanks to you, but vehemently suggest you see a
Doctor Brown will be available for consultation doctor.
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. Your place.
_

Kitchener

YOUR FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE
Food Products
Clothing- & Footwear
Hardware
Stationery & School Supplies
Records & Camera Supplies
A Large Snack Bar
-

-

-

Open Every Evening Until 10

p.m.

CAREERS
Financial Management

.

Auditing

-

Accounting

Checkmate!
On

Wednesday,

led

A Selection Team wilt visit the campus on Wednesday, the
10th of November.

Interviews will be held in the
Games Room S U. B,

I

Enquire at the Reception Desk
Arts Building

26,

the WLU Chess Chili took on
the U of W in t)he Games Room
of the SUB. Unexpectedly WLU
scraped out a win against a
much stronger team with 3V2
points to 2V!j points or 3 wins
and a draw against 2 losses. Tlie
chess team consists of Pete
McSherry. Randall Prime. Neil
McMarins, Laurie KraPlcheek,
Harold Holmes and Abe Menkes.
Any new players are welcomed at the weekly meetings every
Wednesday night in the SUB.

From some of flic comments I
received last week it seems that
most of you are not having much
difficulty in solving tihese little
gems that I give you each week.
That's fine. Now I can start put-

BONANZA
DRIVE IN

TOWERS PLAZA
RESTAURANT

Graduates in Business Administration interestin problems of Canada's Commercial, Economics and Financial Planning and Development are needed for—
Auditor Generals Office
Comptroller of Treasury
Department of National Defence
Department of National Revenue
(Taxation Branch)

October

.

DILEMAS

■—-

„

DON'S

library.

2722 King St. East
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GRUMPS

by dave berg
This interview is directed to-

November 4,

Lincoln Plaxa
Weber Street

Towers Plaza

1

for charcoal broiled

Hamburgs

Hot Dogs

i c hU
ha

pish

3Sc
25c

e

55c

'

I

/
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4

STEAKETTE

ifiivvii

45/

10% Student
Discount
Monday Thursday
-

ting in a few which are a little
bit tougher and which should
give you a bit more sweat.
Problem No. 6
Time Limit
15 minutes
Two men agreed to participate
in an unusual horserace, It was
agreed that the man whose horse
crossed t)he finish line first
would be tlie loser and the man
whose horse crossed the famish
line second would be declared
the winner. Naturally, as the
contestants approached the finish line, they made their horses
go slower and slower until they
finally came to a halt, got off
their horses and sat down at the
side of tihe road to discuss the
situation. Just then a stranger
came along who listened to their
problem and suggested a course
of action. The men immediately
jumped on the horses aind sped
toward the finish line
What did the stranger suggest,
consistent with the original arrangements, which made t)ha
men spring into acflion?
—
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Ursul on Sports

BY BOB URSUL

HAMILTON -'-- After the game, Marauders sat in their dressing, room immobile and morose, like large lumps of ba~ l!ews.
Time and time again, Lutheran's ungentle monsters had mfhcted
their baleful presence on the hometown quarterback's cadaver.
And the result was as expected. Marauders played like toddlers chasing a toy balloon and fled their earthly paradise piking
a· stick at the short end of a 13 - 9 embarrassment.
"Youse guys write the obits, because today we showed every<>ne that they are a bunch of cry babies."
The prosaic orator could have been mastiff-like Dave Knechtel, battering ram of the mighty Lutheran defence.
He and his mates Rankin, McLean, McMahon, Spoltore, -Montieth, Wilson, and Allen spearheaded a head-hunting expedition
against rival pivot Mark Timpany
The latter sustained enough bumps and bruises to make a
camel blush. And his passes would not have hit the broadside of
a Stelco strip mill.
·
As for the winners, Chris Bailey gained 'a spinal massage for
his timely ramble for six after recovering a McMaster fumble.
· · In fact, McMaster fumbled so _often that the Marquis De Sade,
if •he were coach, would have been axed.
· No, any way you want to look at it, the salubrious smog and
ennobling atmosphere of this steel town gave Marauders anything
but a hometown advantage.
If Marauders found aid and comfort in their dusty corral last
week, they must have got it out of a bottle in the clubhouse.
Lutheran leap frogged over everyone into top spot in the
nation. They also remain undefeated of all teams across this vast
country.
And it was done the hard way, without the aid of breaks, of
bounce of the pigskin. Three times in the second quarter, the
winners were forced to relinquish possession of the ball inside·
the enemy ten yard strip, once on a loss of downs, once on the
drop of a snout rag and once on a fumble.
Still they did win. Murray Markowitz, spunky ballhawk put his
club on the scoresheet early in the first quarter. He took a handoff from Dave McKay and footed the sideline for 60 . yards and a
touchdown. That was the initial dropkick from Lutheran to the
loser's chitlings.
More were to come.
Bailey accomplished it on the scoreboard when he carried
over in the third quarter. This crop-haired adonis thrilled all with
his tingling run through enemy secondary for six points -Dff a
fumble.
This Golden Hawk crew has no outstanding star. Each contributes to the degeneration of the opposing club, whoever it may
be. And it has paid off, as Coach David Knight now has the reins
of the --big squad as it prepares for post-season activity.
John Watson and Murray Markowitz poured aver white and
maroon defenders like lava from a volcano. 'l'he defensive core,
l.ed by the -likes of Spoltore and Knechtel had oatrolled the field
like wounded bulls on a rampage and bellowing like malingering
apes at a cannibal's convention.
They all deserve special mention and the supporters present
gave it to them, both at the field and later within the confines of
Greene's emporium.
Those
and vocal
especially
who could

Lutherans were always there, with drums, trumpets
chords cheering home their boys. And the cheerleaders,
with sweet Mon., with skirts flapping in the breeze,
ever forget them when it was over?

Waterloo's brutes had rolled to 15 first downs, 264 yards rushing, 83 yards passing and completed four. Allen averaged 40 yards
every time he swung his golden toe into the ball. The team had
lost 65 yards on penalties.
·
Yet, sweet victory and a nearly sure ticket to the Canadian
College Bowl belonged to them. In the dressing room, they talked
about Mac and the fun along the line, in the pile-ups.
Naturally, Marauder -Coach Kennedy, a mortician by force
rather than choice, had his post game tear session. And his players
and fans joined in for the McMaster homecoming celebrations.
This was the weekend of goblins, elves and witches. And Spol. tore or Knechtel or one of the other bruisers could have summed
up that last speech in their poetic lingo.
"Give 'em a sucker."

8-Ball Hawks looking to
• •
stretch w1nn1ng
streak
by JIM ROSS
Foo~balrl season is sti>H here,
but already the Golden Hawks,
Basketball style, are ou>t to preserve tJhe perfect record of the
footbal1l team and increase their
own envia<hle reoord of 39 straig:ht wins in lea,g ue play.
Under t'h e scrutiny of Head
Ooach, Mr. Howal'd Lockhart,
who is alscr Assistant Football
Ooach, the team has been fai.th1iwUy undergoing conddtioning
driUs with em~hasis on the fundl:lmentals. Thds yem:'s club is a
young hustling one built a!I'ound
:llive r·e turnees from 1a-st year and
a fine crop orf l'ookies. They
should .have a successful season.
Ooooh Lockhart has quite an
imp!l'e1sslive reoorrd, bottJh as a
player and as a ooacm. As a
guaro he was a :£o·U!I' year Letter-

man; one year art Deamarre and
three years at Sou>t!h West Texas
State College. In 1960, he pJ.ayed on a Nationa1l Ohampionship
team and in 1961, he wa<s invited
to the tri!als for the U.S. Olympic
Team. In three years ws a coachhe estimates his teams have won
46 and lost 6. Doug Coombs has
the importan<t and responsible
job of manager.
This Sunday at 1:15, the
Hawks play the Kitooener Coronets in an elcllibibion game a.t
the Kitehener Audlitorium. This
w111 be part of a fine show of
basketball featUring the fabulous
Harrlem Globetrotters. So ]let's
get be1h ind the :f!,a wks rig;h{ from
tlhe beginning, beoa<UJSe 1!hey're
going 1Jo provide the type of
baske.tbalil worth cheeailll2: about.

Photo b11 Jac_kson

Line play like this keep the McMaster

Maurauders to 9 points.

One more to go /or seven and oh!
by BRUCE STEWART
Waterloo Lutheran Univevsity
vlirrtuadly assured itself of the
OIFIC fo•o.t baU crown 1a-st Saturday, when they defeated McMas.f.
er 13-9. lt was a hard fought ball
gJame W'Lth both squads relying
o n t h e i r excellen<t running
attacks. Ba<l!l control was t:he
order of the day. Each term volled up some tough yarda.ge yet
fired up defences and tough
breaks prevented many scoring
opportunities.
Ironioally the major scores
came on quick strikeS. WLU
went a.he,ad in the 1st quavte!l.'
when Murray Markowitz, on a
trap play broke loose a n d
dashed 60 yds. for fue score. The
oonve,vt attempt was missed.
Mac surged down t'h e fieM but
l'an out of steam on our 5 yacrd
line. The HawK's after taking
possession were un,a hle to move
it and were forced into a punting situatioh. Therefore to re•t ain
possession, Tom Allen conceded
a safety toueh. The quarter ended · with Lutheran on top 6 - 2.
In the first quarfe,r itt was
evident that both clrubs were
evenly ba1lanced. But the Golden
Hawk!s came into their own in
the - second. They completely
dominwted MacMaster. ln fact

Army's Supertest
Service
Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry Armitage

Mac n>ever _ passed centre tield
the entire quarter. On three separate occasions the Hawks had
the ball in exceHerit scoring
position.
.
John Kruspe moved tJhe ball
well and John Watson fought
his way through for key y~rds
Dave McKa.y passed to Ma·rkow·
itz on a down and ol.llt. Murray
scored but the pJ~a.y was voided
by a cll<ippling penalty????
Paul .Markle, playing ad; left
end wiflh two broken fiDgers,
made a beautifu[ leapin,g catch
to keep another drive alive. To
cap tha.t march off we fumbled
and guess who recovered. Anotherr time on / 3rd down McKay,
with his recei'l"ers eu<t off, wove
his wa!Y 11hrougih the line. And
at the la81: moment plunged into
the corner of the end ione. As
he dove, Mac kno·cked him out
of bounds. The problem: did he
soore? The balil was ruled dead
on the 1 yard l1ine. It w~s one
of those days. At half time the

'\

score was ,6-2. Drive after drlve
in tJhe first half was kept alive
w1th some fieTce blocking by JUr
Dffens<ive line. The guys responsible :liorr · getting this job don~
from end to end: Paul MaTkle,
Dave Knechtel, Rich Agro, nob
Honey, Mike Mahon, Ra1lph
_SpoHnre and Jeff Brown.
Ea,rly in the 3rd quarter Chr.\_s
Bailey was Johnny on the spot;
AfteT recovering a fumble by
Mac he ~arted in fur the T D.
GTeg McQueen was good on the
convert attempt. Bailey while
playing on the offence caught 2
passes fm 48 yds. And he ap.
(Continued on Page 12)

SUN., NOV. 6
2 P.M.

B & 1 IGA
MARKET

Sirloin Steak . . . . .. 89c lb.
2 lbs. Hamb!lrger . . .. . 99c
· (25 Free Gold Bond
staiJlps with purchase)
GTapes . . . . 7 lbs. for $1.00
FREE DELIVERY
Orders $5.00 and over
Corner King and University
/

BERKLEY TAVERN

Barron's

SMORGASBORD

MEN'S WEAR LTD.

1405 King E.

•

Kitchener

Noon .................. $2.00
Evening ... .. .. ... .. $3.00
Weekend (noon) 2.25
After The Show $1.25
Licenced Under L.C.B.O.

f ofino's

34 King St. South Waterloo

YOUR QUALITY

MEN'·s SHOP
10% Student Discount

~
~

0

@

BARBER SHOPS

and MEIN'S HAIR STYUNG
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL ..... ...... ... ..... 576-4800
12 Chairs • - - - No Waiting
SHOESHINE and MANICURE
Toronto Location
Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97 - - - 789-3876
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre - - - 429-1137

®

~
~

"
~

Featuring

6}2).

"S.atchel" ~
Paige, Bob "Show- bDl.
boat" Hall
~
Preliminary Game ~
1:15 p.m. ·- W.L.U. ~
Golden Hawks vs. ~
K-W Coronets
~
Reserved Seats ~
$2.50 - $2.00
~
Stud,e nts $1.25
Ob.ildren ~ Price ~
Tickets On Sale At ¥
Millars & Arts In ~
Waterloo
~
JK.itchener M·e mor- ~
iai Auditorium W
LelR.oy

------:~
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We rebuilt and now they realize we might be good!
University

Well fans some weekend scores have just come in. Out west
the University of Alberta dumped Manitoba 23-9. Queen's toppled Toronto, and Western ran
away from MeGil'l, 52 14 Now
wins by Queen's, Lutheran and
Alberta over the weekend should
have necessitated a shift in the
ratings. But
The Top Ten teams in Canada
(supposedly) for this week are:
(1) Varsity
/

.

.

(2) Queen's
(3) McMaster
(4) Waterloo

Lutheran

(5) Western
(6) St. Francis Xavier
(7) Manitoba

Alberta
(9.) St. Mary's
(10) U.B.C.
Please Note. At this point I
would like to raise a few questions. They couldn't be any dumber than the people who rig
these rankings . If Queen's and
Toronto have identical won-lost
records, why are the Gael's rated
behind Varsity? Also the Uniiversity of Alberta
(whom WUC
(8)

mm

flaiw

jtt

put Mac above WLU? The Hawks

beat in exhibition play) trounced Manitoba. Who is 7th and
who is Bth?
Usually when one team defeats
another it is an indication that
the winner has a better football
team. If there is another way of
deciding these things, I would
appreciate being told about it.
Now let us discuss a certain
game in Hamilton. Who the hell

One More To Go

outclassed them in every department. All three of these errors
reinforce the only conclusion I
can draw about these ratings.
They are a farce.
At this time I would like to
represent a truer picture of
these top ten teams. Here they
are:
(l)Waterloo Lutheran

strike, and he went the distance
for the score. The play covered 95 yds. Their convert attempt
was good, and Mac was back in.
the ball game.
On
the subsequent kickoff,
Mac attempted an onside kick.
There are varying reports as
to who had the greatest- portion
of his anatomy, wrapped around
the ball. The ref decided in
favour of Mac. With two minutes
to go Mac had the ball. Talk
about a cliff-hanger!
Once
again our defensive
forced Mac to cough up the ball.
This time we hung on and ran
out the clock. The final score
WLU
9. Tom Allen
13, Mac
punting, picked up a 40 yard
average on 5 attempts. Rushing
we accounted for 264 yards and
Dave McKay threw 10 times for
4 completions and 23 yards. One
thing that this game proved is

...

(Continued from page 11)
peared to be having an excellent
day.
In the final period. Mac aided
by some good running and a
few key penalties moved to our
1 yard line. With first and goal
to go, nobody thought WUC capable of holding Mac. There was
only one small problem, somebody forgot to tell our defense.
On three separate attempts, the
Mauraud ers were
nailed and
thrown back. The ball went over
to the Golden Hawks.
Then in the dying minutes of
the ballgame. Pete Quinlan, the
reserve Q.B. behind Timpony,
came off the bench with a play.
With Lutheran tightened up for
the run, Tom Johnson slipped
behind our secondary. Quinlan
found Johnson with a perfect

-

University

(2) Queen's
(3) Toronto
(4) Western
(5) McMaster

Xavier

St. Francis
Alberta
St. Mary's
Manitoba
U.B.C.

(6 j
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Lutheran's superiority over Mac.
With this win over the Maurauders. WLU deserves a shot at
the Canadian College Bowl,

Dr. Russwurm,
Apologies to
Prof. Subins and Prof. Kelly,
who we called strange names
last week.

TRAVEL

"UNIVERSAL
TRAVEL"

-

opposite Kitchener
City Hall

SH 3-2675

STEAK HOUSE LTD.
THE ARABIAN ATMOSPHERE
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Fabulous Press-Free Post-Grad Slacks

1-3!$!!
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OF ENGLAND
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$tar ttlen's Shop
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Kitchener,
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&
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Available exclusively in Kitchener at

213 King
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Steaks
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•

/
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I
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WaSkwel Shoes
For Reservations Phone 745-3601
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130 KING STREET S., WATERLOO
182 King St. W.
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38 QUEEN ST. SOUTH

t

PHONE SH 3-2638

KITCHENER

A

/\

"BEHIND THE HOFBRAU"

/

KITCHENER'S EXCLUSIVE "HEAD SKI SHOP"

/HEAD I

/HEAD

/
'

SALES AND SERVICE
COMPLETE SKI rentals

_

/

"HEAD" SKIS and TYROL BOOTS
BOOTS PLUS

—

HOW

ONLY $3.50

POLES

ABOUT WOOD SKI RENTALS

BOOTS PLUS POLES
OUR SKI CLOTHING IS ARRIVING DAILY
—

1

/

WITH TYROL
NLY $3.5®

! !

WHITE STAG PEDIGREE, VOGG, IGLOO
THE WORKS
C'MON DOW AND SEE US
--

.

.

.

1

